
Coloring Outside the Lines

 	
 Even as the locally constructed tests of quick-fix years were prone to structural errors (a 
result unavoidable when little to no time had been set aside for a methodical editing) – both 
district and state test writers frequently manufactured exams which were culturally, racially and 
socially biased.  

Nevertheless; bonded, as we had become in days of an instantaneous answerability, to the 
official one-answer-and-one-answer-only assessment sheet mentality (a bare bones logic able to 
wondrously simplify our increasingly diverse nation’s call for a massively implemented 
standardization) – as the cords around a widely instigated testing were pulled in ever more 
tightly?

Educators quickly learned: less and less room was going to be made available for a 
creative or unexpected response.  Coming as it did with very strict penalties, coloring anywhere 
but inside rigidly dictated lines was increasingly projected as being not only irrational, but, more 
and more inflexibly, more and more intolerably: 

Just plain wrong.  
Serving to demonstrate the fixed nature of a modern-day assessment, in the final hours of 

a morning already overwhelmed with a teachers-only testing review, a sample literacy question 
was distributed to small groups.  Directed to make inferences, participants were asked to read 
through a short article which had intentionally included the capitalized word Rover.  Bound 
conclusively by the never-wrong answer sheet, assumptions maintained that respondents would 
be able to make a dominant-culture specific (and therefore surely most logical) connection 
between this particular proper noun – and dogs. 

Not, for goodness’ sake, the scandalously incorrect, if more universally recognized, Land 
Rovers.   

So; when my well-educated but non-upper-European partner stood up to present a funny, 
cleverly written and grammatically correct paragraph about a car?  Well, what could our better 
informed and highly-paid testing expert do, but stand in front of our room full of diversely 
experienced educators and splutter.  

And then, very publicly and particularly?
Chastise.  
This man’s answer, she explained to the room absolutely:
Was incorrect.  Oh, my, yes.  Unjustifiably, it was just plain wrong.  (I never understood 

why she felt such a need to rush in, as if she were being watched; as if she were expected to 
humiliate this teacher.  But, then, well, he wasn’t like her.  Clearly, he had dark skin, and looked 
exotically foreign.  I suppose really, after all: What did he know?)

Only a few years later, this exact point was made once again.  This time a school-created 
test expected our classes of over ninety-percent non-dominant-culture ninth graders to make the 
same literary connection.  In this instance, a poem selected for use had been notably entitled: 
“Rover.”  Yet.  Well, goshdarnit, so many of these non-upper-European kids had no idea why a 
poem about a car – see, it was right there in the title – had anything at all to do with dogs. 

“But that’s just plain silly,” our dominant-culture data team leader declared when we 
brought this invalidating discrepancy to her attention.  “For Pete’s sake, everyone knows it’s 
about a dog.  That’s simply not an excuse.”  Rubbing a hand dismissively across her face, she 
brushed our concerns – and, consequently, all care for cultural disconnect – to the side.  Moving 
it comfortably out of her way.



Ah. 
How nice, how safe – to be so sure.   
So positive, always, of exactly where the coloring lines were.  
To know, so conclusively and irrefutably?

	
 Every single answer.
Okay, I thought as I continued my evaluation of student responses.  What about this one?   
“All I am think about is this today lunch,” had been neatly printed onto the lined space 

below the poem.  Knowing that the respondent, a young lady whose impoverished family had 
only recently immigrated into the United States from a historically British-invaded country – 
well, knowing that this exceptionally shy student had been showing a great reluctance for trying 
out her developing literacy skills, I was happy to see that she had written anything at all.  

“Today,” her response continued, “they are to be making the pizza.  I am to be getting the 
more if I am to be early.  Not at this time I am to be thinking on these dog.”

So; well, was the necessary logic in place?  
See, right there: clearly she got the dog connection. 
(I hope she also got that extra slice of pizza.)


